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$1. INTRODUCTION 
GROUP ACTIONS-f 
WE SHALL construct some examples of differentiable actions of compact Lie groups on 
spheres which are not equivalent o orthogonal actions. Examples of this kind are known 
[S], but the present ones possess ome interesting properties. Perhaps of the most immediate 
interest is an example of a differentiable involution on the 5-sphere which has the lens space 
L(2k + 1, 1) as its fixed point set (for any integer k). 
A significant feature of our main examples is the low codimension (namely two) of the 
orbits of highest dimension. It is known that any differentiable action of a compact Lie 
group on a sphere of sufficiently high dimension which has an orbit of codimension at most 
one is equivalent o an orthogonal action [7, lo]. The same is true for codimension two 
provided that there is a stationary point [6]. Thus the present examples how that the hypo- 
thesis of a stationary point for codimension two is necessary. The case of codimension 
three with a stationary point is still open. Counter-examples for codimension four are 
known, and a new one results from the present examples (see the end of $11). 
Differentiable will mean Cm and z stands for ‘diffeomorphic’. If a group G acts on a 
space M, then F(G,M) denotes the set of stationary points of G on M. E”, D” and S”-’ 
denote, respectively, euclidean n-space, the unit disk in E” and the unit sphere in E”. We 
also use the notation E,” for E” - (0). R denotes the real numbers. 
For each n 2 1 and each integer k we will construct a real analytic (2n - 1) - manifold 
M’“-’ and an analytic action of G(n) on M,f”- ’ with the following properties: k 
(i) If n is odd, then Mf”- ’ is homeomorphic to S2”- ‘. 
Also Mz w Ss and Ml3 c S13. 
(ii) If n is even, then 
( 
z, i =0, 2n - 1 
Hi(Mf”-‘; z) % zzk+l, i=n-1 
0 otherwise. 
(iii) Mif(n = 2) is the lens space L(2k + 1, 1). 
t This research was partially supported by NSF grant no. G-24943. 
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(iv) If G c O(n) has F(G,E”) z Em then F(G,Mi”-‘) z Mz”‘-‘. (In particular for 
n > 3, F(O(n - 2), Min- 1 ) x L(2k + 1, 1) and for n 2 4, F(SU(n - 2), M,‘“-I) x 
L(2k + 1, l).) 
(v) The isotropy groups of O(n) on Mi”- ’ are the conjugates of O(n - I) and O(n - 2) 
(thus O(n) has ‘two types of orbits’ for n 2 2 and one of them consists of orbits 
of codimension two in Mt”-l). 
The involution on S5 results from the action of O(1) c O(3) on M:. The action of 
SO(3) c SO(5) on Mz provides the first example as far as we know, of a differentiable action 
of SG(3) on a sphere (with some differentiable structure) for which the set of stationary 
points is not an integral cohomology sphere. Related actions, with the same property, on 
Sg with the ordinary structure are constructed in $IV. 
Although there are low-dimensional examples of non-orthogonal differentiable in- 
volutions on spheres, the only previous example we know of in which the fixed point set F 
is not an integral homology sphere is on the 41-sphere [4]. The present example is in the 
lowest possible dimension since if dim F I 2 then F is a sphere by the well-known results 
of Smith and, if the codimension of F is one then F is an integral cohomology sphere 
[I, Chapter XV], [ll]. It should be noted that our involutions on S5 may be extended in 
the neighborhood of F to actions of the circle with fixed point set F, but this cannot be done 
globally on Ss since the fixed point set of a circle on a sphere is an integral cohomology 
sphere. 
In another paper [2] we classify ail (continuous) actions of a compact connected Lie 
group on a sphere having exactly two types of orbits one of which consists of orbits of 
codimension two and the other of orbits of smaller dimension (but not fixed). All are 
differentiable in some structure which is unique up to an equivariant diffeomorphism. More- 
over, it turns out that the present examples of SO(n) on Mz”- ’ for n odd, n r 5, k # 0, - 1 
are the only ones which are not equivalent to orthogonal actions. These facts yield the follow- 
ing interesting feature of the cases n = 3 and II = 7. In case n = 3, the action of O(3) on 
Mi z Ss has the same orbits as does the subgroup SO(3). However, these actions of SO(3) 
are all differentiably equivalent o the same orthogonal action (this also follows from results 
of Richardson [8] in the continuous case, and can be seen directly as in $111). Similarly, in 
case n = 7, the action of SO(7) on Ml3 has the same orbits as does the subgroup G, (in 
Cartan’s notation), while these actions of G, are all differentiably equivalent o the same 
orthogonal action on S13 (in particular, ML3 is diffeomorphic to Sr3). 
OIL THE MAIN EXAMPLES 
We define a map 8 : E,” -----) O(n) taking x into the reflection 8, through the line Rx, 
that is 
2G.Y) 
O,(Y) = 7 
II.yii 
x-y 
where (x-y) denotes the inner product of x and y. Since 0 depends only on the euclidean 
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We first remark that it is well known that the functors V(V x 1) and V : W” + V are 
homotopy equivalent and that the functors ZA, AT&, 1) and AT&, C) are all homotopy 
equivalent functors from the category V2 to %. 
Let H : J + IZ”-‘A be given by 
H(XI, .“, X”) = H(Y-%(X,, . ..) X.-r), X”)J(H(X,, . ..) X”_l), 1). 
Using the induction hypothesis and the above remark a routine argument shows that His a 
homotopy equivalent ransformation Y-‘A -+ J. 
COROLLARY. The functors 2’ - 1 A and Q are homotopy equivalent. Hence there exists a 
homotopy equivalent transformation fi : C”-‘A + Q. 
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relying on the context to distinguish them. Let U, = {(x,y) E Xi”-’ 1 x # 0) and V, = 
{(W) 6 YkZn_-l 1 y # 0). h induces an analytic isomorphism U, - V, which we also 
denote by &. 
Let #“--l be the analytic (2n - 1) - manifold obtained from Xp-l and Yp-’ by 
identifying points of U, and V, by means of Jlk : U, - V,. 
The diagonal action of O(n) on E” x E” (and hence on X, and YJ induces an analytic 
action of O(n) on J4p-l because of formula (4). For any point (x,y) in i& (using either 
X, or Yk to represent he point) and any subgroup G c O(n), the isotropy group of G at 
(x,Y> is 
G<,,> = Gx n G, 
where the latter groups are the isotropy groups at x and y for the action of G on E”. Thus 
O(n) (respectively SO(n)) has as isotropy groups the conjugates of O(n - 1) and O(n - 2) 
(respectively, SO(n - 1) and SO(n - 2)) (depending on whether or not x and y are 
dependent in E”). 
If m < n and we choose some embedding of E” as a euclidean subspace of E”, we obtain 
an induced embedding of E” x Em in E” x E” and hence of SZm-l in S’“-‘. Thus induces 
an embedding of iUi”-’ in Mzn-r which is equivariant with respect to the inclusion of 
O(m) in O(h) (induced by Em c E”). If G c O(n) has Em as its stationary point set, then 
clearly F(G,M,2”-‘) = Mf”-‘. 
It remains to justify statements (i), (ii) and (iii) ofthe introduction. Note that x~(M~“-‘) 
= 0 if IZ > 2 by Van Kampen’s theorem. Let A1 = {<x,Y> 6 J$-’ I llxll I IIY III ad 
842 = ((x,y) 6 Yp-i I llxll2 l/yll}. Let B, c Al and B, c A2 be the boundaries of these 
manifolds, that is, {(x,y> I llxll = Ilyll}. The mapsf, : A, - D” x S”-’ and f2 : A, -+ 
S “-I x p given by fi(-w> = <,/(2)x, Y/IIYII> and f2Cw> = Wllxll, &)Y) me 
diffeomorphisms and represent B1 and B, as S”-’ x S”-‘. Mk2n-r is obtained from A, and 
A2 by identifying B, with B, by means of & : B, + B,. Let B denote the subset of Mp-’ 
which is the image of B, (and of B2). 
The ‘meridian’ sphere ((x,y,) E BJy, fixed} and the ‘latitude’ {(x,,y) E B,I x0 tied} 
represent homology classes pi and A1 respectively in B (these correspond to a1 and a2 under 
the above diffeomorphism B a B, z S”-’ x 9-l ). Similarly the ‘meridian’ {(xO,y) 6 
B21xo fixed} and ‘latitude’ { <x,y,) c B,I y, fixed} represent classes p2 and 1, in B (correspond- 
ingtocr2anda,underB~B2~Sn-1 xS”-’ ). Note that the homomorphisms in homology 
induced by the inclusions B w Bi c Ai take the ,u, to zero and the li to generators of 
H,_ ,(A;) c 2. 
According to the lemma we have that 
Ir, _ (2k f l)n, + (2k)p2, 
i 
if n is even 
- 12, if n is odd 
- A1 = 
i 
(-2k)l, + (1 - 2k)p2, if n is even 
P2, if n is odd. 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
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shows that h4k has the stated homology groups. In fact H,_,(Mp-’ ;Z) may be identtied 
with the group generated by the pi and li subject to the relations above and to ~1~ = 0 = p2. 
Thus, in Mi”- ’ for n even, (UC + 1)1, = 0 and 1, = -2M, = 1,. The latter equations 
imply that (for n = 2) MkJ is the lens space L(2k + 1, 1). For IZ odd we see that Mi”” is a 
homology sphere and is simply connected (for n 2 3). Thus it follows from results of 
Smale [9] that Mjf”-l is homeomorphic to SZn-’ for n odd (since 2n - 1 # 3,4). 
Remark. By equation (1) we have (P=,~ = Q3,, = 8, o,+& since 0, = 0;’ . Thus, letting 
8’ and 0” denote the maps of E,” x En+ E;1 x E” and E”x Eg- En x E,” de&red 
respectively by e’(x,jQ = 8,(x,y) = (x$,(y)) and fJ”(x,y> = 0&,~) = (e,,@), JJ>, we 
see that +I = fW and hence (since 8’ and 8” are of order two) 
(on E,” x E,“). Also 8’ and 8” are equivariant with respect o the diagonal action of O(n). 
Thus, regarding 8’ as a map from YE; ’ to Y ?k-r and 8” as a map from Xfl; ’ to X?“; ‘, 
8’ and 8” provide an equivariant (with respect to O(n)) analytic isomorphism of Me;’ 
onto M?‘; ‘. Thus it suffices to consider only the transformation groups defined on M,2”- l 
for k 2 0. 
Note that if we take the suspension of these actions of O(n), II 2 3 and odd (or SO(n) 
for n 2 5 and odd) on M in-’ we obtain continuous actions on S’“, with two tixed points 
and principal orbits of codimension three, which are not differentiable in any differentiable 
structure on S2”. Our examples do not settle the question of whether or not any group 
acting differentiably on a sphere with non-empty fixed point set and with principal orbits of 
codimension three is equivalent o an orthogonal action. However, note that SO(6) c SO(7) 
acting on Mi3 z S13 has principal orbits of dimension 9 (codimension 4), has a circle as its 
set of stationary points, and is not equivalent to an orthogonal action for k # 0, - 1. 
(Similarly for O(n - 1) on Mp-l, n 1 3 and odd and for SO(n - 1) on Mp-l, n 2 5 and 
odd. Also see §IV.) 
mLTHECAsEsn=3ANDn=7 
In this section we shall indicate a proof that the action of the subgroup Gs of SO(7) 
on Mi3 is differentiably equivalent o an orthogonal action (in fact to the action on Mi3 
= S13). Since this also follows from results of the companion paper [2] we shall not give 
all the details. A proof of the analogous fact for SO(3) on M: can be given along similar, 
but much easier, lines. 
Let G = G2 and note that G is transitive on S6 x (SO(7)/(SO(6)). Chooseapoint x0 E S6 
and let K = G,, z W(3). Note that K is transitive on the unit tangent 5-sphere to S6 at 
x0 (with isotropy group W(2)). Let C be a great circle arc on S6 from x0 to -x0. Then 
for y 6 C different from +x0 we have that K,, = G, n Gp is independent of y and is iso- 
morphic to SU(2). Let H = KY for some such y. (Note that for dimensional reasons the 
orbits of G are the same as the orbits of SO(7) on M13.) 
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Now F(H,S6) is a two-sphere (F(H,S6) is the suspension of F(H,K/H) = (N(H) n K)/H 
and the latter is a circle). (The fact that F(H,S6) is a two-sphere rather &an a one-sphere 
is the crucial distinction between Gz and SO(7).) Let V be the 3-space P(H,Z’) and let 
L k: SO(3) be the subgroup of SO(7) leaving the orthogonal complement of Y stationary. 
Note that for y e C, Q)XO,~ L L. Note also that L and H commute. 
There is a homotopy @ of cplx, x C (relative to the end points) to cp-‘lxO x C with 
image in L (the t’th stage of the homotopy is obtained by rotating C about Rx0 in Vthrough 
the angle trr and following this by 9). We extend @ to S6 x S6 x I- SO(7) as follows. 
For any x and y in S6 there is an element 9 e G with 9(x0) = x and &e) = y for some 
y, 6 C (depending on y). (If y # f x then the coset gH is unique.) We put 
(5) @(x9 Y, 0 = W(xo), dYo), 0 = 9%x0, Yo 3 og- l 
This is well-detined, since if y, = fx, then (s(x,,yo,r) = e and, otherwise, 9(x0) = x0 
ho) = y. imply that g E H and hence that g commutes with #(xo,yo,?) 6 L. 
By (2), Qz is a homotopy between rp and rp-’ and, by (5), (9 is G-equivariant (with re- 
spect to the action of G on SO(7) by conjugation). By altering Cp, one may assume that Q 
is constant near the ends of the homotopy and that it is smooth (since there is a standard 
procedure for smoothing equivariant maps: embed SO(7) smoothly and G-equivariantly in 
some euclidean space on which G acts orthogonally, approximate Q, by a smooth map, 
integrate to obtain a G-equivariant smooth approximation in the euclidean space [l, 
’ Chapter VIII, 1.121, and project normally back into SO(7)). 
Multiplying @ by 9’ x (identity) one obtains a similar homotopy between (pk+’ and 
k-1 cp * For <x,y) E Eg x Ei let s = (llxll -. Ilyll)/J. Takings as the parameter 
of the homotopy, it is clear that we can obtain a smooth map @k : E,j x Ei - SO(7) such 
that 
(6) @k(dx), g(Y)) = @kb Yb- 1 for g E G 
(7) Q)k& Y) = cp”x;’ fors< -l/3 
(8) @k(-% Y) = (P&l for s > l/3 
Let & : E,7 X E,7 - EJ x Ez be given by xk<&y> = (%(X,Y) (X>, @k(&Y) ti)>. If 
we attach E’ x Ez to Ez x E’ by means of & (on Ei x EJ) and restrict to {(x,y> I llxl12 + 
IIY II2 = l} we obtain a 13-manifold Nk. By ‘cutting’ this manifold along {(x,y)ls = -l/2) 
(respectively s = l/2) we see that Nk is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to Mk+ I (respectively, 
to M&r). 
Thus each Mk is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to either MO or M-l and, since the 
latter are equivalent by the remark in $11, we have completed the proof of our contention. 
@V. FURTHER EXAMPLES AND PROBLEMS 
Standard methods in differential topology allow one to produce new examples from 
the ones we already have. We shall indicate a few of these without making any attempt at 
completeness. n will be odd and k #O, - 1 in this section. 
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(A) Even ifM = Mi”-’ is not diffeomorphic to P-l it is known that the connected 
sum M # (-M) (-M is M with the opposite orientation) is diffeomorphic to S2”-l. If 
G c O(n) has a fixed point p on M (i.e. if G is in some O(n - 1) in O(n)) then since G acts 
orthogonally in some coordinate system about p it is clear that one can obtain an action 
of G on M + (-M) in the obvious way. If F(G,M) = F then F(G,M # (-M)) will be F # 
(-F). Thus, for example, one can obtain an action of SO(3) on Sg with fixed point set 
L # (-L) where L = L(2k + 1,l). 
(B) (This generalizes (A)) Let G,p,M be as above. Remove from M a small cell about 
p on which G acts orthogonally, obtaining a manifold M,, with boundary (MO is diffeo- 
morphic to II’“-‘). Consider MO x D”. The corner of this may be straightened in an 
equivariant manner with respect to the action of G on MO and O(m) on II“’ (since G acts 
orthogonally near the boundary of MO). Thus one obtains a differentiable action of G x 
O(m) on MO x D” c D2n+m-1. For example, if n = 3, taking an involution on S5 with 
fixed set L = L(2k + 1,l) and one on P with fixed set D1 one obtains an involution on 
P+’ (m 2 1) with fixed set (L-(cell)) x D’ (straightened) and hence also an involution on 
Sm+4 (m 1 1) with fixed set L # (-L). 
(C) (Due to M. Hirsch). Let g : S* + S5 be the involution with fured set L(2k + 1,l). 
g can be extended to a diffeomorphism of one hemisphere of S6 (bounding S5) into the 
other (any diffeomorphism of Ss can be extended to D6 since r6 = 0, then follow this by 
the reflection through S’). Then g can be extended to the other hemisphere so that g = g-‘. 
This gives an involution on S6 with fixed set L(2k + 1,l). 
(D) Let G = SO(2) c SO(7). Then F(G,M:‘) R Mi. Thus, if any of the manifolds M i 
are not diffeomorphic to Sg, we would obtain a differentiable action of the circle group 
on S” whose fixed point set is a g-sphere with an extraordinary differentiable structure. 
(Such a phenomenon cannot occur when the fixed point set of the circle has codimension 
two and dimension different from four.) Moreover, a recent result of Connell, Montgomery 
and Yang [3] shows that this action of the circle group on S13 would be topologically 
equivalent to an orthogonal action. (One should note that M’: cannot be shown to be 
diffeomorphic to Sg by using the fact that G2 acts orthogonally on Mi3, since G2 c SO(7) 
contains no subgroup whose fixed set in E’ is Es). 
We list below a few problems which we have been unable to decide. 
(a) For which values of n and k is M:“- ’ z S2”-’ ? (See (D) above.) 
(b) Let h E O(3) be the antipodal involution on S2. Then the action of h on M: rz S5 
has no fixed points. Is this action equivalent o the antipodal map on S’? Such an equi- 
valence could not be compatible with any equivalence making the action of SO(3) on Mz 
orthogonal, and there seems to be some chance that it is not equivalent o the antipodal 
map-) 
(c) Is there a differentiable involution on every S”(n L 5) (ordinary structure) with 
tied point set L(2k + 1,l) ? (This is true for n = 5,6,13.) 
(d) Can the involution g on S5 with fixed point set L(2k + I ,l) be extended to be an 
involution on D6 (differentiable)? 
(e) Is there a map of period three on Ss with the real projective 3-spaceasfixed point set ? 
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ADDED IN PROOF: It can be seen that for n odd, M:“-l coincides with Kosinski’s 
manifold Z(z,z) (see: OII the inertia group of a ?r-manifold; to be published). In particular, 
MT is an exotic sphere representing the non-trivial element of 0,(&r) = Z, (see (D) above). 
Question (a) above is still open for k> 2. 
Montgomery and Yang have shown that the involution on S5 mentioned iu (b) 
above for k = 1 is the same as a recent example of Mtior and Hirsch (Some curious 
involutions of spheres; Bull. Amer. Mzth. Sot. 70 (1964), 372-377). 
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